For the climax after training – the new SMARTBALLS
from FUN FACTORY
Training your pelvic muscles with the vaginal balls SMARTBALL UNO or SMARTBALLS DUO
can prevent physical ailments. Plus, regular training is the next step to more fun in bed. The
new balls are easier to insert, even more pleasant to use, work better and are even easier to
clean. They are the perfect companion, are lots of fun, and according to the expert
Dr. Verena Breitenbach are the perfect training tool for every woman's pelvic
muscles.
Bremen, March 2013 – Why do even midwives and gynecologists recommend
SMARTBALLS? Simply because they provide a playful way to get your pelvic
muscles in shape. Training with them not only leads to more feeling during sex,
it also actively prevents conditions like incontinence or a dropped uterus. Now
even more interesting – FUN FACTORY has improved SMARTBALLS fourfold: the
conically tapered balls make this handy fitness tool easier to insert, the improved
rolling motion of the inner balls optimizes the training effect, a short retrieval
band makes wearing it more pleasant, and finally the smooth surface made of
velvety soft silicone makes cleaning them child's play!
Many women especially after childbirth or other physical strains suffer from a weakened
pelvic floor. And often with unpleasant consequences. Dr. Verena Breitenbach, a
gynecologist from Ehingen explains, “The pelvic floor is the weakest spot for many
women. Unfortunately, in comparison to other muscles, it is almost never trained. Most
women don't know where it is and don't know how to flex it. If the pelvic muscles are too
weak, it can lead to bladder incontinence, bowel incontinence, lower stomach pain and to
a uterine condition.” What can help is a targeted pelvic training, for example, one that is
totally uncomplicated and fun with the new and improved SMARTBALLS from FUN
FACTORY. “With the Smartballs women can simply and effectively strengthen their pelvic
muscles and improve their sex lives,“ says Dr. Verena Breitenbach.

Little balls, big effect: SMARTBALLS are even better!
For an even more effective and comfortable training of the pelvic floor muscles FUN FACTORY has
improved SMARTBALLS fourfold – from the new conically tapered balls for effortless insertion of the
vaginal balls to the optimized rolling motion of the inner balls for the best possible training results.
“We have improved our bestseller SMARTBALLS in and out because women's health, well-being
and good fun are all things which are close to our heart,“ explains Dirk Bauer, founder and
Managing Director of FUN FACTORY, bringing up another positive effect of the SMARTBALLS in
addition to its medical benefits. A trained pelvic floor leads to considerably more intense feelings of
pleasure and gives a definite boost to experiencing sex. Even after just a few training sessions
women feel the difference!
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About FUN FACTORY Ltd:
FUN FACTORY, one of Europe's largest manufacturer of aesthetic and stylish love toys, has its headquarters
in Bremen, right on the Weser river. From the first sketch, to the design and the technical implementation right
up to completion of the toy – the trends and latest hits in the industry are and remain “Made in Germany“ and
come directly from this Hanseatic city. It was here that FUN FACTORY was founded in 1996 by Dirk Bauer
and Michael Pahl. In 2003, the first subsidiary of FUN FACTORY opened in the USA. Today the company has
over 120 employees and makes customers from all over the world happy with its products.
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